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→ let’s hope that the same can be said about flavor physicists!



Beyond the SM

excluded by LHC searches

expected region for new 
particles (hierarchy problem, 

WIMPs) 

searches for very heavy 
particles with large 

couplings 

searches for light particles 
with very small couplings 

increasing mass
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SMEFT
❖ Indirect searches for heavy new physics should be 

analyzed in context of a systematic extension of the SM 
as an effective field theory: [Buchmüller, Wyler 1986; 

Grzadkowski, Iskrzynski, Misiak, Rosiek 2010]
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SMEFT
❖ All scales Λi probed so far appear to be rather large:

Order Observable New-physics scale
for g=O(1)

D=5 Neutrino 
oscillations

Λ ~ 109 TeV

D=6 Proton decay Λ > 1012 TeV

D=6 Flavor physics Λ > 1–105 TeV

D=6 EWPT Λ > 1 TeV

D=6 Higgs couplings Λ > 0.5–1 TeV



Searching on 
all Fronts 



Violations of lepton universality? 
Heavy flavor anomalies





B-flavor anomalies
❖ Intriguing hints of anomalies in B decays entered the 

stage starting in 2012 (RD, RD*, P5’, RK, RK*)

❖ If true, they would be hugely important for the future 
development of high-energy particle physics at large!

❖ In fact, their importance cannot be overstated …
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We show that by adding a single new scalar particle to the Standard Model, a TeV-scale leptoquark
with the quantum numbers of a right-handed down quark, one can explain in a natural way three of
the most striking anomalies of particle physics: the violation of lepton universality in B̄ ! K̄`+`�

decays, the enhanced B̄ ! D(⇤)⌧ ⌫̄ decay rates, and the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon.
Constraints from other precision measurements in the flavor sector can be satisfied without fine-
tuning. Our model predicts enhanced B̄ ! K̄(⇤)⌫⌫̄ decay rates and a new-physics contribution to
Bs�B̄s mixing close to the current central fit value.

Introduction. Rare decays and low-energy precision
measurements provide powerful probes of physics beyond
the Standard Model (SM). During the first run of the
LHC, many existing measurements of such observables
were improved and new channels were discovered, at rates
largely consistent with SM predictions. However, a few
anomalies observed by previous experiments have been
reinforced by LHC measurements and some new anoma-
lous signals have been reported. The most remarkable
example of a confirmed e↵ect is the 3.5� deviation from
the SM expectation in the combination of the ratios

RD(⇤) =
�(B̄ ! D(⇤)⌧ ⌫̄)

�(B̄ ! D(⇤)`⌫̄)
; ` = e, µ. (1)

An excess of the B̄ ! D(⇤)⌧ ⌫̄ decay rates was first noted
by BaBar [1, 2], and it was shown that this e↵ect can-
not be explained in terms of type-II two Higgs-doublet
models. The relevant rate measurements were consis-
tent with those reported by Belle [3–5] and were recently
confirmed by LHCb for the case of RD⇤ [6]. Since these
decays are mediated at tree level in the SM, relatively
large new-physics contributions are necessary in order to
explain the deviations. Taking into account the di↵eren-
tial distributions d�(B̄ ! D⌧ ⌫̄)/dq2 provided by BaBar
[2] and Belle [7], only very few models can explain the ex-
cess, and they typically require new particles with masses
near the TeV scale and O(1) couplings [8–17]. One of the
interesting new anomalies is the striking 2.6� departure
from lepton universality of the ratio

RK =
�(B̄ ! K̄µ+µ�)

�(B̄ ! K̄e+e�)
= 0.745+0.090

�0.074 ± 0.036 (2)

in the dilepton invariant mass bin 1GeV2
 q2  6 GeV2,

reported by LHCb [18]. This ratio is essentially free from
hadronic uncertainties, making it very sensitive to new
physics. Equally intriguing is a discrepancy in angu-
lar observables in the rare decays B̄ ! K̄⇤µ+µ� seen
by LHCb [19], which is however subject to significant
hadronic uncertainties [20–22]. Both observables are in-
duced by loop-mediated processes in the SM, and assum-
ing O(1) couplings one finds that the dimension-6 opera-

tors that improve the global fit to the data are suppressed
by mass scales of order tens of TeV [23–26].

In this letter we propose a simple extension of the SM
by a single scalar leptoquark � transforming as (3,1,� 1

3 )
under the SM gauge group, which can explain both the
RD(⇤) and the RK anomalies with a low mass M� ⇠

1 TeV and O(1) couplings. The fact that such a particle
can explain the anomalous B̄ ! D(⇤)⌧ ⌫̄ rates and q2

distributions is well known [13, 17]. Here we show that
the same leptoquark can resolve in a natural way the RK

anomaly and explain the anomalous magnetic moment of
the muon. Reproducing RK with a light leptoquark is
possible in our model, because the transitions b ! s`+`�

are only mediated at loop level. Such loop e↵ects have
not been studied previously in the literature. We also
discuss possible contributions to Bs�B̄s mixing, the rare
decays B̄ ! K̄(⇤)⌫⌫̄, D0

! µ+µ�, ⌧ ! µ�, and the
Z-boson couplings to fermions. We focus primarily on
fermions of the second and third generations, leaving a
more complete analysis for future work.

The leptoquark � can couple to LQ and eRuR, as well
as to operators which would allow for proton decay and
will be ignored in the following. Such operators can be
eliminated, e.g., by means of a discrete symmetry, under
which SM leptons and � are assigned opposite parity.
The leptoquark interactions follow from the Lagrangian

L� = (Dµ�)†Dµ�� M2
� |�|2 � gh� |�|

2
|�|2

+ Q̄c�Li⌧2L�
⇤ + ūc

R �ReR �
⇤ + h.c. ,

(3)

where � is the Higgs doublet, �L,R are matrices in fla-
vor space, and  c = C ̄T are charge-conjugate spinors.
Note that our leptoquark shares the quantum numbers of
a right-handed sbottom, and the couplings proportional
to �L can be reproduced from the R-parity violating su-
perpotential. The above Lagrangian refers to the weak
basis. Switching to the mass basis for quarks and charged
leptons, the couplings to fermions take the form

L� 3 ūc
L�

L
ueeL �

⇤
�d̄cL�

L
d⌫⌫L�

⇤+ūc
R �R

ueeR �
⇤+h.c. , (4)

where

�L
ue = UT

u �LUe , �L
d⌫ = UT

d �L , �R
ue = V T

u �RVe , (5)

RK(⇤) =
�(B̄ ! K̄(⇤)µ+µ�)

�(B̄ ! K̄(⇤)e+e�)



B-flavor anomalies
❖ … as they would give a clear target for future searches 

at energy frontier — exactly what’s missing right now!

excluded by LHC searches

expected region for new 
particles (hierarchy problem, 

WIMPs) 

searches for very heavy 
particles with large 

couplings 

searches for light particles 
with very small couplings 

increasing mass
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New physics cannot be 
too far from here! 

(primarily driven by RD(*))

→ talk by Jernej Kamenik



B-flavor anomalies: RD & RD*

❖ A totally unexpected signal of new physics in tree-level, 
CKM-favored, semileptonic decays of B mesons:

� B→Dlν, B →D*lnu, Λb→Λclν

� Tree-level decays
in the SM

� Form factors 
needed

� With light leptons 
(l=μe) used to determine the CKM elements

� CKM fit works very well, i.e. tree-level in 
agreement with ΔF=2 processes

b→clν processes

Page 17

Largest B branching ratios, used to determine the 
CKM elements, usually assumed to be free of NP

( )
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We show that by adding a single new scalar particle to the Standard Model, a TeV-scale leptoquark
with the quantum numbers of a right-handed down quark, one can explain in a natural way three of
the most striking anomalies of particle physics: the violation of lepton universality in B̄ ! K̄`+`�

decays, the enhanced B̄ ! D(⇤)⌧ ⌫̄ decay rates, and the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon.
Constraints from other precision measurements in the flavor sector can be satisfied without fine-
tuning. Our model predicts enhanced B̄ ! K̄(⇤)⌫⌫̄ decay rates and a new-physics contribution to
Bs�B̄s mixing close to the current central fit value.

Introduction. Rare decays and low-energy precision
measurements provide powerful probes of physics beyond
the Standard Model (SM). During the first run of the
LHC, many existing measurements of such observables
were improved and new channels were discovered, at rates
largely consistent with SM predictions. However, a few
anomalies observed by previous experiments have been
reinforced by LHC measurements and some new anoma-
lous signals have been reported. The most remarkable
example of a confirmed e↵ect is the 3.5� deviation from
the SM expectation in the combination of the ratios

RD(⇤) =
�(B̄ ! D(⇤)⌧ ⌫̄)

�(B̄ ! D(⇤)`⌫̄)
; ` = e, µ. (1)

An excess of the B̄ ! D(⇤)⌧ ⌫̄ decay rates was first noted
by BaBar [1, 2], and it was shown that this e↵ect can-
not be explained in terms of type-II two Higgs-doublet
models. The relevant rate measurements were consis-
tent with those reported by Belle [3–5] and were recently
confirmed by LHCb for the case of RD⇤ [6]. Since these
decays are mediated at tree level in the SM, relatively
large new-physics contributions are necessary in order to
explain the deviations. Taking into account the di↵eren-
tial distributions d�(B̄ ! D⌧ ⌫̄)/dq2 provided by BaBar
[2] and Belle [7], only very few models can explain the ex-
cess, and they typically require new particles with masses
near the TeV scale and O(1) couplings [8–17]. One of the
interesting new anomalies is the striking 2.6� departure
from lepton universality of the ratio

RK =
�(B̄ ! K̄µ+µ�)

�(B̄ ! K̄e+e�)
= 0.745+0.090

�0.074 ± 0.036 (2)

in the dilepton invariant mass bin 1GeV2
 q2  6 GeV2,

reported by LHCb [18]. This ratio is essentially free from
hadronic uncertainties, making it very sensitive to new
physics. Equally intriguing is a discrepancy in angu-
lar observables in the rare decays B̄ ! K̄⇤µ+µ� seen
by LHCb [19], which is however subject to significant
hadronic uncertainties [20–22]. Both observables are in-
duced by loop-mediated processes in the SM, and assum-
ing O(1) couplings one finds that the dimension-6 opera-

tors that improve the global fit to the data are suppressed
by mass scales of order tens of TeV [23–26].

In this letter we propose a simple extension of the SM
by a single scalar leptoquark � transforming as (3,1,� 1

3 )
under the SM gauge group, which can explain both the
RD(⇤) and the RK anomalies with a low mass M� ⇠

1 TeV and O(1) couplings. The fact that such a particle
can explain the anomalous B̄ ! D(⇤)⌧ ⌫̄ rates and q2

distributions is well known [13, 17]. Here we show that
the same leptoquark can resolve in a natural way the RK

anomaly and explain the anomalous magnetic moment of
the muon. Reproducing RK with a light leptoquark is
possible in our model, because the transitions b ! s`+`�

are only mediated at loop level. Such loop e↵ects have
not been studied previously in the literature. We also
discuss possible contributions to Bs�B̄s mixing, the rare
decays B̄ ! K̄(⇤)⌫⌫̄, D0

! µ+µ�, ⌧ ! µ�, and the
Z-boson couplings to fermions. We focus primarily on
fermions of the second and third generations, leaving a
more complete analysis for future work.

The leptoquark � can couple to LQ and eRuR, as well
as to operators which would allow for proton decay and
will be ignored in the following. Such operators can be
eliminated, e.g., by means of a discrete symmetry, under
which SM leptons and � are assigned opposite parity.
The leptoquark interactions follow from the Lagrangian

L� = (Dµ�)†Dµ�� M2
� |�|2 � gh� |�|

2
|�|2

+ Q̄c�Li⌧2L�
⇤ + ūc

R �ReR �
⇤ + h.c. ,

(3)

where � is the Higgs doublet, �L,R are matrices in fla-
vor space, and  c = C ̄T are charge-conjugate spinors.
Note that our leptoquark shares the quantum numbers of
a right-handed sbottom, and the couplings proportional
to �L can be reproduced from the R-parity violating su-
perpotential. The above Lagrangian refers to the weak
basis. Switching to the mass basis for quarks and charged
leptons, the couplings to fermions take the form

L� 3 ūc
L�

L
ueeL �

⇤
�d̄cL�

L
d⌫⌫L�

⇤+ūc
R �R

ueeR �
⇤+h.c. , (4)

where

�L
ue = UT

u �LUe , �L
d⌫ = UT

d �L , �R
ue = V T

u �RVe , (5)

→ talks by Michele Papucci, Elvira Gamiz



B-flavor anomalies: RD & RD*

Enhanced B→D(*)τν decay rates
❖ Puzzling observation of enhanced semileptonic decay rates for third-

generation leptons (~22% of B→D*τν events due to new physics):

M. Neubert: Heavy Flavour Physics (Introductory Talk)                                                                                                      3

R(D*) status today

Moriond ElectroWeak March 22 , 2017

5

If WA is correct, 22% of the D*tn events are mediated by new physics!

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/xorg/hfag/semi/index.html
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We show that by adding a single new scalar particle to the Standard Model, a TeV-scale leptoquark
with the quantum numbers of a right-handed down quark, one can explain in a natural way three of
the most striking anomalies of particle physics: the violation of lepton universality in B̄ ! K̄`+`�

decays, the enhanced B̄ ! D(⇤)⌧ ⌫̄ decay rates, and the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon.
Constraints from other precision measurements in the flavor sector can be satisfied without fine-
tuning. Our model predicts enhanced B̄ ! K̄(⇤)⌫⌫̄ decay rates and a new-physics contribution to
Bs�B̄s mixing close to the current central fit value.

Introduction. Rare decays and low-energy precision
measurements provide powerful probes of physics beyond
the Standard Model (SM). During the first run of the
LHC, many existing measurements of such observables
were improved and new channels were discovered, at rates
largely consistent with SM predictions. However, a few
anomalies observed by previous experiments have been
reinforced by LHC measurements and some new anoma-
lous signals have been reported. The most remarkable
example of a confirmed e↵ect is the 3.5� deviation from
the SM expectation in the combination of the ratios

RD(⇤) =
�(B̄ ! D(⇤)⌧ ⌫̄)

�(B̄ ! D(⇤)`⌫̄)
; ` = e, µ. (1)

An excess of the B̄ ! D(⇤)⌧ ⌫̄ decay rates was first noted
by BaBar [1, 2], and it was shown that this e↵ect can-
not be explained in terms of type-II two Higgs-doublet
models. The relevant rate measurements were consis-
tent with those reported by Belle [3–5] and were recently
confirmed by LHCb for the case of RD⇤ [6]. Since these
decays are mediated at tree level in the SM, relatively
large new-physics contributions are necessary in order to
explain the deviations. Taking into account the di↵eren-
tial distributions d�(B̄ ! D⌧ ⌫̄)/dq2 provided by BaBar
[2] and Belle [7], only very few models can explain the ex-
cess, and they typically require new particles with masses
near the TeV scale and O(1) couplings [8–17]. One of the
interesting new anomalies is the striking 2.6� departure
from lepton universality of the ratio

RK =
�(B̄ ! K̄µ+µ�)

�(B̄ ! K̄e+e�)
= 0.745+0.090

�0.074 ± 0.036 (2)

in the dilepton invariant mass bin 1GeV2
 q2  6 GeV2,

reported by LHCb [18]. This ratio is essentially free from
hadronic uncertainties, making it very sensitive to new
physics. Equally intriguing is a discrepancy in angu-
lar observables in the rare decays B̄ ! K̄⇤µ+µ� seen
by LHCb [19], which is however subject to significant
hadronic uncertainties [20–22]. Both observables are in-
duced by loop-mediated processes in the SM, and assum-
ing O(1) couplings one finds that the dimension-6 opera-

tors that improve the global fit to the data are suppressed
by mass scales of order tens of TeV [23–26].

In this letter we propose a simple extension of the SM
by a single scalar leptoquark � transforming as (3,1,� 1

3 )
under the SM gauge group, which can explain both the
RD(⇤) and the RK anomalies with a low mass M� ⇠

1 TeV and O(1) couplings. The fact that such a particle
can explain the anomalous B̄ ! D(⇤)⌧ ⌫̄ rates and q2

distributions is well known [13, 17]. Here we show that
the same leptoquark can resolve in a natural way the RK

anomaly and explain the anomalous magnetic moment of
the muon. Reproducing RK with a light leptoquark is
possible in our model, because the transitions b ! s`+`�

are only mediated at loop level. Such loop e↵ects have
not been studied previously in the literature. We also
discuss possible contributions to Bs�B̄s mixing, the rare
decays B̄ ! K̄(⇤)⌫⌫̄, D0

! µ+µ�, ⌧ ! µ�, and the
Z-boson couplings to fermions. We focus primarily on
fermions of the second and third generations, leaving a
more complete analysis for future work.

The leptoquark � can couple to LQ and eRuR, as well
as to operators which would allow for proton decay and
will be ignored in the following. Such operators can be
eliminated, e.g., by means of a discrete symmetry, under
which SM leptons and � are assigned opposite parity.
The leptoquark interactions follow from the Lagrangian

L� = (Dµ�)†Dµ�� M2
� |�|2 � gh� |�|

2
|�|2

+ Q̄c�Li⌧2L�
⇤ + ūc

R �ReR �
⇤ + h.c. ,

(3)

where � is the Higgs doublet, �L,R are matrices in fla-
vor space, and  c = C ̄T are charge-conjugate spinors.
Note that our leptoquark shares the quantum numbers of
a right-handed sbottom, and the couplings proportional
to �L can be reproduced from the R-parity violating su-
perpotential. The above Lagrangian refers to the weak
basis. Switching to the mass basis for quarks and charged
leptons, the couplings to fermions take the form

L� 3 ūc
L�

L
ueeL �

⇤
�d̄cL�

L
d⌫⌫L�

⇤+ūc
R �R

ueeR �
⇤+h.c. , (4)

where

�L
ue = UT

u �LUe , �L
d⌫ = UT

d �L , �R
ue = V T

u �RVe , (5)

R(D*) status today
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If WA is correct, 22% of the D*tn events are mediated by new physics!

http://www.slac.stanford.edu/xorg/hfag/semi/index.html

⇠ 3.5�

LEPTON UNIVERSALITY VIOLATION?
➤ Deviations in B→ D(*)τν 

decays found in multiple 
measurements over the last 6 
years, almost 4σ disagreement 
with SM prediction  

➤ Other hints of lepton 
universality violations in 
other decay modes R(D)
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R(J/ )|exp =
BR(Bc ! J/ ⌧ ⌫)

BR(Bc ! J/ ` ⌫)
= 0.71± 0.17± 0.18

<latexit sha1_base64="6/6DBm2Le6kd9rWVNOhVMNnGR0U=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6/6DBm2Le6kd9rWVNOhVMNnGR0U=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6/6DBm2Le6kd9rWVNOhVMNnGR0U=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6/6DBm2Le6kd9rWVNOhVMNnGR0U=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6/6DBm2Le6kd9rWVNOhVMNnGR0U=">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</latexit>

R(K)|exp =
BR(B ! K µµ)

BR(B ! K ee)
= 0.745+0.090

�0.074 ± 0.036
<latexit sha1_base64="qCldFvR/xUrbkAqqoQdO+L+wiPw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qCldFvR/xUrbkAqqoQdO+L+wiPw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qCldFvR/xUrbkAqqoQdO+L+wiPw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qCldFvR/xUrbkAqqoQdO+L+wiPw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="qCldFvR/xUrbkAqqoQdO+L+wiPw=">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</latexit>

vs

Is it New Physics? Interesting BSM interpretations → see talks in later sessions

vs R(K)|exp = 1.00± 0.01
<latexit sha1_base64="LWILBjN10u35wdJ3NhTZtRv8p8I=">AAACA3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16rKbYBHqZpgRQV0IRTeCmyqOLbTDkEkzbWgyE5KMWMYu3PgrblyouPUn3Pk3po+Fth643MM595LcEwlGlXbdb2tufmFxabmwUlxdW9/YtLe2b1WaSUx8nLJUNiKkCKMJ8TXVjDSEJIhHjNSj3vnQr98RqWia3Oi+IAFHnYTGFCNtpNAuXVcu9x/CnNyLATyFnuO6sCU4dB3XC+2yaSPAWeJNSBlMUAvtr1Y7xRknicYMKdX0XKGDHElNMSODYitTRCDcQx3SNDRBnKggHx0xgHtGacM4laYSDUfq740ccaX6PDKTHOmumvaG4n9eM9PxcZDTRGSaJHj8UJwxqFM4TAS2qSRYs74hCEtq/gpxF0mEtcmtaELwpk+eJf6Bc+J4V4fl6tkkjQIogV1QAR44AlVwAWrABxg8gmfwCt6sJ+vFerc+xqNz1mRnB/yB9fkDnv6VDw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LWILBjN10u35wdJ3NhTZtRv8p8I=">AAACA3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16rKbYBHqZpgRQV0IRTeCmyqOLbTDkEkzbWgyE5KMWMYu3PgrblyouPUn3Pk3po+Fth643MM595LcEwlGlXbdb2tufmFxabmwUlxdW9/YtLe2b1WaSUx8nLJUNiKkCKMJ8TXVjDSEJIhHjNSj3vnQr98RqWia3Oi+IAFHnYTGFCNtpNAuXVcu9x/CnNyLATyFnuO6sCU4dB3XC+2yaSPAWeJNSBlMUAvtr1Y7xRknicYMKdX0XKGDHElNMSODYitTRCDcQx3SNDRBnKggHx0xgHtGacM4laYSDUfq740ccaX6PDKTHOmumvaG4n9eM9PxcZDTRGSaJHj8UJwxqFM4TAS2qSRYs74hCEtq/gpxF0mEtcmtaELwpk+eJf6Bc+J4V4fl6tkkjQIogV1QAR44AlVwAWrABxg8gmfwCt6sJ+vFerc+xqNz1mRnB/yB9fkDnv6VDw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LWILBjN10u35wdJ3NhTZtRv8p8I=">AAACA3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16rKbYBHqZpgRQV0IRTeCmyqOLbTDkEkzbWgyE5KMWMYu3PgrblyouPUn3Pk3po+Fth643MM595LcEwlGlXbdb2tufmFxabmwUlxdW9/YtLe2b1WaSUx8nLJUNiKkCKMJ8TXVjDSEJIhHjNSj3vnQr98RqWia3Oi+IAFHnYTGFCNtpNAuXVcu9x/CnNyLATyFnuO6sCU4dB3XC+2yaSPAWeJNSBlMUAvtr1Y7xRknicYMKdX0XKGDHElNMSODYitTRCDcQx3SNDRBnKggHx0xgHtGacM4laYSDUfq740ccaX6PDKTHOmumvaG4n9eM9PxcZDTRGSaJHj8UJwxqFM4TAS2qSRYs74hCEtq/gpxF0mEtcmtaELwpk+eJf6Bc+J4V4fl6tkkjQIogV1QAR44AlVwAWrABxg8gmfwCt6sJ+vFerc+xqNz1mRnB/yB9fkDnv6VDw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LWILBjN10u35wdJ3NhTZtRv8p8I=">AAACA3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16rKbYBHqZpgRQV0IRTeCmyqOLbTDkEkzbWgyE5KMWMYu3PgrblyouPUn3Pk3po+Fth643MM595LcEwlGlXbdb2tufmFxabmwUlxdW9/YtLe2b1WaSUx8nLJUNiKkCKMJ8TXVjDSEJIhHjNSj3vnQr98RqWia3Oi+IAFHnYTGFCNtpNAuXVcu9x/CnNyLATyFnuO6sCU4dB3XC+2yaSPAWeJNSBlMUAvtr1Y7xRknicYMKdX0XKGDHElNMSODYitTRCDcQx3SNDRBnKggHx0xgHtGacM4laYSDUfq740ccaX6PDKTHOmumvaG4n9eM9PxcZDTRGSaJHj8UJwxqFM4TAS2qSRYs74hCEtq/gpxF0mEtcmtaELwpk+eJf6Bc+J4V4fl6tkkjQIogV1QAR44AlVwAWrABxg8gmfwCt6sJ+vFerc+xqNz1mRnB/yB9fkDnv6VDw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="LWILBjN10u35wdJ3NhTZtRv8p8I=">AAACA3icbVDLSgMxFM34rPU16rKbYBHqZpgRQV0IRTeCmyqOLbTDkEkzbWgyE5KMWMYu3PgrblyouPUn3Pk3po+Fth643MM595LcEwlGlXbdb2tufmFxabmwUlxdW9/YtLe2b1WaSUx8nLJUNiKkCKMJ8TXVjDSEJIhHjNSj3vnQr98RqWia3Oi+IAFHnYTGFCNtpNAuXVcu9x/CnNyLATyFnuO6sCU4dB3XC+2yaSPAWeJNSBlMUAvtr1Y7xRknicYMKdX0XKGDHElNMSODYitTRCDcQx3SNDRBnKggHx0xgHtGacM4laYSDUfq740ccaX6PDKTHOmumvaG4n9eM9PxcZDTRGSaJHj8UJwxqFM4TAS2qSRYs74hCEtq/gpxF0mEtcmtaELwpk+eJf6Bc+J4V4fl6tkkjQIogV1QAR44AlVwAWrABxg8gmfwCt6sJ+vFerc+xqNz1mRnB/yB9fkDnv6VDw==</latexit>



B-flavor anomalies: P5’
❖ Various hints of new physics in decays

❖ As rare, loop-mediated FCNC processes, these were 
prime observables to probe for BSM effects

B̄ ! K⇤`+`�

9 LO s P bP
PJ J 

• Semi-leptonic decays depend on form-factors
¾Non-perturbative quantities calculated with light-

cone sum rules or lattice QCD

4

B→K*μ+μ-, B→Kμ+μ- & Bs→ϕμ+μ-

Right choice of observables can reduce 
the hadronic uncertainties
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B-flavor anomalies: P5’
❖ Several angular observables measured as functions of q2

❖ Some, like P5’, are optimized to be insensitive to 
hadronic uncertainties: [Descotes-Genon, Matias, Ramon, Virto: 1207.2753]



B-flavor anomalies: P5’
❖ Several angular observables measured as functions of q2

❖ Some, like P5’, are optimized to be insensitive to 
hadronic uncertainties: [Descotes-Genon, Matias, Ramon, Virto: 1207.2753]

The curious case of P5
n Most angular observables agree with SM
n Deviation in P5′ near q2=~6 GeV2

Exotic hadrons & flavor physics, May 2018 18

′



❖ Some scenarios explaining the anomalies in angular 
observables predicted a departure from unity in the 
ratios:

❖ Quite spectacularly, such deviations were later observed 
at LHCb!

B-flavor anomalies: RK & RK*

RK(⇤) =
�(B̄ ! K̄(⇤)µ+µ�)

�(B̄ ! K̄(⇤)e+e�)

[Altmannshofer, Gori, Pospelov, Yavin 2014]



B-flavor anomalies: RK & RK*

RK(⇤) =
�(B̄ ! K̄(⇤)µ+µ�)

�(B̄ ! K̄(⇤)e+e�)

“The RK Anomaly”
LHCb 1406.6482

2.6� hint for violation of lepton flavor universality (LFU)

RK =
BR(B ! Kµ+µ�)[1,6]
BR(B ! Ke+e�)[1,6]

= 0.745+0.090
�0.074 ± 0.036

Wolfgang Altmannshofer (UC) Theoretical Advances in Flavor Physics January 14, 2016 21 / 34

� 2.2-2.4 σ in two bins

R(K*) = B→K*μ+μ-/B→K*e+e-

Page 14

LHCb 1705.05802

[Hiller, Krüger 2003]



B-flavor anomalies
❖ These data teach an important lesson about the comple-

mentarity of different fields (as flavor physics was 
sometimes considered irrelevant in the LHC era)

❖ Cherish the connection between flavor and high-pT !

❖ Imagine the LHC legacy:
‣ discovery of the Higgs boson (2012)
‣ discovery of lepton-flavor non-universality (2019)

→ talk by Jernej Kamenik



B-flavor anomalies
❖ These data teach an important lesson about the comple-

mentarity of different fields (as flavor physics was 
sometimes considered irrelevant in the LHC era) 

❖ Cherish the connection between flavor and high-pT !

❖ Imagine the LHC legacy:
‣ discovery of the Higgs boson (2012)
‣ discovery of lepton-flavor non-universality (2019)
‣ discovery of the predicted Z’ bosons/leptoquarks 

(2022?)

→ talk by Jernej Kamenik



B-flavor anomalies: Analysis
❖ Lots of reasons to be excited! 

‣ two different sets of anomalies of very different taste

‣ many are seen by more than one experiment

‣ in case of b→sll several observables appear to deviate 
from SM predictions, and the deviations appear to fit 
a simple pattern

→ talks by Jorge Martin Camalich, Gudrun Hiller



B-flavor anomalies: Analysis
b→clν b→sll

Observables RD, RD*
RK, RK*,

angular distributions

SM tree level, CKM 
favored

one-loop FCNC, 
GIM suppressed

LFU violation τ vs. e/μ μ vs. e

Caveats

τ reconstruction 
difficult, oldest 

experiment (BaBar) 
shows largest effect 

discrepancy

electron reconstruction 
difficult at LHCb, so far 

no confirmation by 
another experiment 

(Belle II)

Benefits Solid theory Solid theory for RK(*), 
some caveats for P5’

→ talks by Michele Papucci, Jernej Kamenik, Elvira Gamiz, Sheldon Stone



B-flavor anomalies: Analysis

[Altmannshofer, Nies, Stangl, Straub 2017]
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Figure 1: Two-dimensional constraints in the plane of NP contributions to the real parts of
the Wilson coe�cients C9 and C10 (left) or C9 and C

0
9 (right), assuming all other

Wilson coe�cients to be SM-like. For the constraints from the B ! K
⇤
µ
+
µ
� and

Bs ! �µ
+
µ
� angular observables from individual experiments as well as for the

constraints from branching ratio measurements of all experiments (“BR only”), we
show the 1� (��

2
⇡ 2.3) contours, while for the global fit (“all”), we show the 1, 2,

and 3� contours.

contours showing the constraints coming from the angular analyses of individual experiments,
as well as from branching ratio measurements of all experiments.

We observe that the individual constraints are all compatible with the global fit at the 1� or
2� level. While the CMS angular analysis shows good agreement with the SM expectations,
all other individual constraints show a deviation from the SM. In view of their precision,
the angular analysis and branching ratio measurements of LHCb still dominate the global fit
(cf. Figs. 5, 7, 6 and 8), leading to a similar allowed region as in previous analyses. We do not
find any significant preference for non-zero NP contributions in C10 or C

0
9 in these two simple

scenarios.
Similarly to our analysis of scenarios with NP in one Wilson coe�cient, we repeat the

fits doubling the form factor uncertainties and doubling the uncertainties of non-factorizable
corrections. For NP in C9 and C10, we find that the pull is reduced from 5.0� to 3.7� and 4.1�,
respectively. For NP in C9 and C

0
9 the pull is reduced from 5.3� to 4.1� and 4.4�, respectively.

The impact of the inflated uncertainties is also illustrated in Fig. 2. Doubling the hadronic
uncertainties is not su�cient to achieve agreement between data and SM predictions at the 3�

level.

3.3. New physics or hadronic e↵ects?

It is conceivable that hadronic e↵ects that are largely underestimated could mimic new physics
in the Wilson coe�cient C9 [24]. As first quantified in [60] and later considered in [23,25,26,33],
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FIG. 1: From left to right: Allowed regions in the (CNP
9µ , CNP

10µ), (CNP
9µ , C90µ) and (CNP

9µ , CNP
9e ) planes for the corresponding two-

dimensional hypotheses, using all available data (fit “All”). We also show the 3 � regions for the data subsets corresponding
to specific experiments. Constraints from b ! s� observables, B(B ! Xsµµ) and B(Bs ! µµ) are included in each case (see
text).

FIG. 2: From left to right: Allowed regions in the (CNP
9µ , CNP

10µ), (CNP
9µ , C90µ) and (CNP

9µ , CNP
9e ) planes for the corresponding two-

dimensional hypotheses, using only LFUV observables (fit “LFUV”). Constraints from b ! s� observables, B(B ! Xsµµ) and
B(Bs ! µµ) are included in each case (see text).

ment of the uncertainty is less important in the optimized
LFUV observables Qi [20]. An exception to this enhance-
ment occurs under the hypothesis CNP

9µ = �CNP
10µ: above

1 GeV2, the contribution of right-handed amplitudes to
RK⇤ cancel to a large extent, reducing the theoretical
uncertainty substantially.

Large-recoil expressions for the transversity ampli-
tudes can be used to provide approximate expressions
for RK⇤ in the first two bins in terms of Wilson coe�-
cients, leading to further cross-checks of our predictions.
Let us stress that the following approximate expressions
are given for illustrative purposes, and that complete ex-
pressions have been used for all the numerical evaluations
in this article (see also Refs. [20] and [41] for exact pre-
dictions). We consider the large-recoil limit and we work
under the hypothesis that New Physics enters in muon

modes and is suppressed for electrons [2, 42]. In the first
bin one finds:

R
[0.045,1.1]
K⇤ '

⇣
12.8 + g

µ
(1) + g

µ
(2)

⌘
/

⇣
13.4 + g

e
(1) + g

e
(2)

⌘

where g
`
(i) stands for the linear (i = 1) and quadratic

(i = 2) term for ` = e, µ and are given by:

g
`
(1) = �1.1

⇥
CNP
10` � CNP

9` /2 + C90` � C100`

⇤

�61.9 CNP
7 � 1.7 C0

7 , (10)

[Capdevila, Crivelin, Descotes-Genon, Matias, Virto 2017]



B-flavor anomalies: Analysis

[D’Amico, Nardecchia, Panci, Sannino, Strumia, Torre, Urbano 2017;
Geng, Grinstein, Jäger, Martin Camalich, Ren, Shi 2017]
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Figure 1: Deviations from the SM value RK = RK⇤ = 1 due to the various chiral operators
possibly generated by new physics in the muon (left panel) and electron (right panel) sector.
Both ratios refer to the [1.1, 6] GeV2

q
2-bin. We assumed real coe�cients, and the out-going

(in-going) arrows show the e↵ect of coe�cients equal to +1 (�1). For the sake of clarity we
only show the arrows for the coe�cients involving left-handed muons and electrons (except for
the two magenta arrows in the left-side plot, that refer to C

BSM
9,µ = (CBSM

bLµL
+ C

BSM
bLµR

)/2 = ±1).

BSM corrections. RK⇤ , in a given range of q
2, is defined in analogy with eq. (8):

RK⇤ [q2min, q
2
max] ⌘

R
q
2
max

q
2
min

dq
2
d�(B ! K

⇤
µ
+
µ
�)/dq

2

R
q2max

q
2
min

dq2 d�(B ! K⇤µ+µ�)/dq2
, (16)

where the di↵erential decay width d�(B ! K
⇤
µ
+
µ
�)/dq

2 actually describes the four-body
process B ! K

⇤(! K⇡)µ+
µ
�, and takes the compact form

d� (B ! K
⇤
µ
+
µ
�)

dq2
=

3

4
(2Is

1 + I
c

2) �
1

4
(2Is

2 + I
c

2) . (17)

The angular coe�cients I
a=s,c

i=1,2 in eq. (17) can be written in terms of the so-called transversity
amplitudes describing the decay B ! K

⇤
V

⇤ with the B meson decaying to an on-shell K
⇤

and a virtual photon or Z boson which later decays into a lepton-antilepton pair. We refer
to [29] for a comprehensive description of the computation. In the left panel of figure 2 we
show the di↵erential distribution d�(B ! K

⇤
µ
+
µ
�)/dq

2 as a function of the dilepton invariant
mass q

2. The solid black line represents the SM prediction, and we show in dashed (dotted)
red the impact of BSM corrections due to the presence of non-zero C

BSM
bLµL

(CBSM
bRµL

) taken at the
benchmark value of 1.

We now focus on the low invariant-mass range q
2 = [0.045, 1.1] GeV2, shaded in blue with

diagonal mesh in the left panel of fig 2. In this bin, the di↵erential rate is dominated by

7



B-flavor anomalies: Models
❖ Challenge to model building, yet several interesting 

models have been proposed (Z’, leptoquarks, …)
→ talks by Jorge Martin Camalich, Gudrun Hiller, Ulrich Nierste



B-flavor anomalies: Models
❖ Challenge to model building, yet several interesting 

models have been proposed (Z’, leptoquarks, …)

❖ E.g.: Adding a single leptoquark                         to the SM 
can address the flavor anomalies along with (g-2)μ

❖ Relevant diagrams for RD and RK:

� ⇠ (3,1)�1/3

⌧

�

c

b ⌫ W
s

b

µ

µ
�

⌫ t

s

b µ
�

⌫ t

�
µ

RD & RD* RK & RK*

[Bauer, MN 2016]

→ talks by Jorge Martin Camalich, Gudrun Hiller, Ulrich Nierste





Should we believe LFU violation?
Yes

n R measurements are double 
ratio’s to J/y, LHCb’s check 
with  K*J/y→e+e-/µ+µ-

=1.043±0.006±0.045
n B(B-→K-e+e-) agrees with 

SM prediction puts onus on 
muon mode which is well 
measured and low

n Both RK & RK* are different 
than ~1

n Supporting evidence of 
effects in angular 
distributions

No, not yet
n Statistics are marginal in 

each measurement
n Need confirming evidence 

in other experiments for RK
& RK*

n Disturbing that RK* is not 
~1 in lowest q2 bin, which it 
should be, because of the 
photon pole

n Angular distribution 
evidence can be effected 
by hadronic uncertainties

Exotic hadrons & flavor physics, May 2018 26→ talk by Sheldon Stone



Past (elusive) B-flavor anomalies
❖ Several anomalies in B physics (many rather persistent, 

some at the 3-4σ level) have created quite some 
excitement at their times:
‣ puzzle of the too short Λb lifetime
‣ evidence for a low sin2βφKs from loop processes
‣ puzzle of the too large B→τν branching ratio
‣ ∆ACP(B→πK) puzzle of direct CP asymmetries
‣ …



34

CP Asymmetry in B   ΦKS

® Interference of mixing and 
decay:

® Phase structure identical 
to the decay B     J/ψ KS

® Model-independent result:

® Penguin graph is real to 
very good approximation! 

b

s
s
s

d

B0

KS

Φ
W

t,c,u
g,Z

B0 B0

ΦKS

S(ΦKS) - S(J/ψ KS) = 0.02±0.01
[Beneke, Neubert 2003]

MN, Physics Colloquium, Univ. Heidelberg, 2004
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®Experimental situation: (after LP 03)

Ø S(ΦKS) =+0.45±0.43±0.07   BaBar
Ø S(ΦKS) = -0.96±0.50±0.10   Belle

S(ΦKS) - S(J/ψ KS) = -0.88±0.33 (2.7σ)

-0.15±0.33

Belle data
Standard Model
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New Physics in penguins?

s-penguin average at 2.7s different 
from sin2b[cc] (BABAR)

Similar difference at 2.4 s seen by 
Belle

0 0B Kh¢®0 0B Kf® 0 0B K K K+ -® 0 0
0B f K® 0 0 0B Kp®

[A. Hoecker, ICHEP 2004]



B-flavor anomalies - quo vadis?
❖ Today we are in a much better situation, and the flavor 

anomalies are much more compelling!

❖ But also now, we should not necessarily assume that all 
anomalies are correct …

❖ An independent confirmation                                            
of the flavor anomalies by                                              
Belle II is as crucial as refining                                            
the current LHCb analyses



With some luck, we will soon leave the Standard Model behind us. 
If some of the current flavor anomalies survive, there is an 

unexplored world out there for us to discover. 
It would be a great adventure!


